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Abstract 

 
In 2014 the authors presented results from 13 tests made with two blasting seismographs on a vibration 
exciter. They measured coupling transmissibility as function of frequency (i.e. ratio of the velocity of the 
sensor mount to the velocity of the ground motion) from 16 to 200 Hz at one or two vibrations levels (5 
mm/s or 0.2 in/s, and 20 mm/s or 0.79 in/s) with mounts freely placed, sandbagged, and anchored to a 
granite slab firmly attached to the plate of a vibration exciter. As the memory capacity of one of the 
seismographs prevented to cover low frequencies, e.g. 4-16 Hz, a new measuring campaign has been 
recently made to extend the study down to 2 Hz. In this campaign, two more techniques, in which the 
sensor mounts were fixed with thermal adhesive or a combination of duct tape and gypsum plaster, have 
been also investigated from 2 to 200 Hz at 5 and 20 mm/s. Free and sandbagged mounts lead to a weak 
coupling of the mounts to rock, so that transmissibility depends on the characteristics of the imposed 
rock motion (peak velocity and frequency). Measurements are accurate only at low frequencies (below 
17 Hz for free mounts and 10 Hz for sandbagged) in the tested conditions (velocities up to 20 mm/s). 
Above these frequencies, ground motion in the measurement can be modified by a factor of 0.16 to 1.22. 
Anchored, glued and plastered mounts achieve a stiff rock-to-ground coupling, ensuring consistent 
measurements for the frequencies commonly found in blasting independently of the vibration level and 
the mount characteristics.  
 
Introduction 
Ground vibrations from blasting are often the main source of complaints and litigations to mines and 
quarries in populated areas. Measurement of ground motion is required to assess compliance with 
national standards (AENOR, 1993; BSI, 1993; DIN, 1999; Siskind et al., 1980) and to prevent damage 
to buildings and structures.  
 
The error in vibration measurement is estimated as function of frequency f from the motion 
transmissibility T(f), or ratio of the seismograph output velocity V(f) to the velocity of the ground motion 
Vgr(f) (de Silva, 2007). Transmissibility values around one show accurate measurements of the ground 
motion. Denoting the velocity of the sensor mount as Vm(f), the transmissibility of vibrations can be 
expressed as the product of the rock-to-mount, or coupling, transmissibility Tc(f), and mount-to-
geophone transmissibility Tgeo(f): 
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The mount-to-geophone transmissibility comprises the mechanical and electrical error components and 
it is obtained by testing the seismograph in a vibration exciter, with the sensor mount firmly attached to 
the plate of the exciter (Birch et al., 2014; Farnfield, 1996; Stagg and Engler, 1980). Variability between 
different monitoring devices, and also between different calibration procedures, is accounted by design 



standards for blasting seismographs (DIN, 1995; ISEE, 2011) that define tolerance bounds of the 
transmissibility of the apparatus as function of frequency.  
 
The study of coupling transmissibility is more complex, and though it has been measured by different 
authors (Blair, 1987; Drijkoningen et al., 2006; Hoover and O’brien, 1980; Krohn, 1984; Washburn and 
Wiley, 1941), it is basically unknown for the conditions (i.e. sensor mounts characteristics and coupling 
methods) usually found in blasting. This prevents a quantitative assessment of the reliability of the 
vibrations measurements, or to compare the measurements among themselves or with a reference value. 
  
Segarra et al. (2014) published preliminary results from 13 tests made with two blasting seismographs 
on a vibration exciter. They measured coupling transmissibility from 16 to 200 Hz at one or two 
vibrations levels (5 and 20 mm/s) with freely placed, sandbagged, and anchored mounts to a granite slab 
firmly attached to the plate of the exciter. In order to measure transmissibility for these methods down to 
2 Hz, and to investigate the performance of two more methods (glued and plastered mounts) from 2 to 
200 Hz, a new series of 18 tests was completed in summer 2014. This work recalculates transmissibility 
from already published measurements and lumps these data with the new gathered measurements to 
study rock-to sensor transmissibility for five suggested methods to monitor vibration from blasting in a 
wide range of frequencies (2-200 Hz) that includes low frequencies typical of urban dwellings.  
 
Experiments and instrumentation 
The experimental work was made on a vibration exciter controlled by a single-point laser Doppler 
vibrometer (LDV). Figure 1 shows the six layouts investigated in two campaigns of measurements.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Test series layouts; note the LDV pointer that controls the velocity of the granite base 
(top series photographs and left bottom photograph) and that the longitudinal geophone, shown 

by an arrow, was aligned with the motion axis of the exciter. 
 

The sensor mount was directly anchored to the metallic plate of the exciter in one of the layouts (top left 
photograph, Figure 1). In the rest of the layouts, a grey granite slab was firmly fixed to the plate of the 
exciter with four bolts, and the sensor mounts were coupled to granite  using five methods suggested by 
different guidelines (Instantel, 2008; ISEE, 2009; ISRM, 1992, Konya and Walter, 1991), namely: free, 



sandbagged, anchored, glued and plastered. The last two techniques are commonly used to assess 
vibrations in structures instead of anchoring, as they do not damage the surface in which the sensor 
mount is laid. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the thermal adhesive on the base of the mount (right 
photograph), and the procedure followed to plaster the mount (left series of photographs). This consists 
of wrapping the base of the mount with a grey duct tape to protect the mount, and placing it on a mass of 
gypsum plaster applied on granite. 
 

 
Figure 2. Thermal adhesive placement and procedure followed to plaster the mounts 

 
Each layout was tested under a horizontal sine type motion of constant peak velocity and frequency 
variation at a rate of 0.02 oct/s. Depending on the layout tested, and characteristics of the imposed base 
motion, 17 test series are defined. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the series chronologically sorted. 
Some changes in the experimental set-up were necessary to get a stable motion of the base at low 
frequencies in the second campaign, namely the maximum deviation of the imposed base motion was 
increased from 1 % to 2%, and the frequency was varied downwards rather than upwards. 
 

Table 1. Summary of test series 
Test acronyma Layout Motion characteristics 

Coupling characteristics Base  Peak vel.c 
mm/s   

Freq. 
range Hz 

AM101 Anchored (hex lag screw) Metal  10 16 ‒ 200 
FG51

 Free (no holding force) Graniteb 5    16 ‒ 200 
SG51 / SG201

 Sandbag (23× 32× 11 cm, 5 kg of sand) Granite  5/20 16 ‒ 200 
AG51 / AG201

 Anchored (plastic anchor, rod, washer, nut) Granite  5/20   16 ‒ 200 
AM52 / AM202

 Anchored (hex lag screw) Metal  5/20 1.6 ‒ 200 
FG52 / FG202

 Free (no holding force) Granite  5/20 1.6 ‒  40 
SG52 / SG202 Sandbag (23× 32× 11 cm, 4.5 kg of sand) Granite  5/20 1.6 ‒  40 
AG202 Anchored (plastic anchor, rod, washer, nut) Granite  20 1.6 ‒  40 
GG52 / GG202 Glued Granite  5/20 1.6 ‒ 200 
PG52 / PG202

 Plastered  Granite  5/20   1.6 ‒ 200 
aThe acronym is formed as follows: the first letter is the coupling method, the second one is the base, the 
number is the peak velocity, and the subscript is the campaign. 
bDensity was 2650 kg/m3, and propagation velocity of p waves 4258±38 m/s (13970±125 ft/s, mean and 
standard deviation). 
cPeak velocities in in/s were 0.2, 0.39 and 0.79. 
 
The seismographs tested meet ISEE (2011) specifications for blasting devices and are formed by three 
orthogonally oriented geophones housed in a metallic mount and connected to a recording-sampling 
unit. Details on the seismographs are given in Table 2. They are identified as function of the mount 



characteristics as Sm and Sv; two models of seismograph Sm with the same mount characteristics, but 
different electronics and mechanics were used in each campaign, whereas the same model of 
seismograph Sv was used in both campaigns. The monitoring devices were set at a sampling rate of 
2048 Hz.  
 

Table 2. Characteristics of seismographs 
Characteristics  Sma  Sva 

Model 1  Model 2    
Campaign  1st  2nd  1st, 2nd 
Mount density, kg/m3   2130   2130   2690  
Mount mass, kg  0.905   0.905   0.508 
Mount shape  Cylindrical  Cylindrical  Prismatic 
Mount base size/height, cm  5 (radii) / 5  5 (radii) / 5  7.1 × 6.1 /4.4 
Memory capacity, Mb  0.96  64  200 
Analog to digital converter, bits  12  16  16 
Range, mm/s  ±254b ±31.7b  ±254  ±200 
Resolution, mm/s  0.127    0.0159  0.00788  0.006 

           aSegarra et al. (2014) identified seismographs Sm and Sv as Y and Z, respectively. 
    bSeismograph Sm-Model 1 allows two measuring ranges, each with a different resolution.  

 
For tests with the mounts anchored to the plate, and for series with the mounts free placed, sandbagged 
and anchored on granite, seismograph Sm was analyzed first and Sv next. In tests with glued and 
plastered mounts to granite, both mounts were tested simultaneously. Glued mounts were tested 1 or 2 
minutes after they were attached to the granite surface; the mounts were detached from the slab after 
they were tested at 5 mm/s, and the whole procedure repeated to test them at the high vibration level. 
Plastered mounts were tested 50 minutes after the layout was finished, using the same attachment for 
tests at both vibration levels. 
 
Results 
The waveform recorded by the seismograph in the longitudinal component was processed through a 
discrete Fourier transform. The noise (estimated from peak-to-peak variations) in the resulting amplitude 
response V(f), see Equation 1, is reduced in the range of the frequencies of interest to less than 1 % of 
the initial content using locally weighted linear regression with linear polynomials (Cleveland, 1979). 
The spectra smoothed with this procedure, retain the trend of the original data and are free of noise with 
the exception of the Gibbs oscillations (Blair, 2003), at the onset and end of the frequency sweep. The 
use of further noise reduction or other smoothing techniques, such as the robust locally weighted linear 
regression applied by Segarra et al. (2014) were ruled out since they produce a higher distortion in the 
rest of the spectrum (e.g. transmissibility at the peaks was smoothed in excess); amplitudes affected by 
this phenomenon are not considered for the analysis. 
 
The spectral amplitude Vgr(f) of the velocity of the base, see Equation 1, is calculated fitting the raw 
spectrum of the applied swept-sine excitation with a modified power–type formula based on Gloth and 
Sinapius (2004):   
 

2/1)( −⋅⋅= fvkfV grgr                                    (2) 



where k is a fitting constant (it is equal to 0.03320 and 0.0166 s-1/2 for records in the first and second 
campaign, respectively), and vgr is the peak velocity of the vibratory motion of the base. 
 
Assuming a negligible contribution of the coupling conditions (i.e. perfect coupling Vm≈Vgr, or Tc≈1), 
which applies to test series with the mount anchored to the metal of the exciter (AM101, AM52 and 
AM202), the transmissibility of the geophone Tgeo(f) is obtained from Equation (1) with the amplitudes 
V(f) and Vgr(f). Figure 3 shows the transmissibility for the geophones used in the tests; ISEE (2011) 
bounds for blasting seismographs are plotted for reference (grey thick line). All monitoring devices are 
in compliance with seismographs specifications. Results from tests AM52 and AM202 made in the 
second campaign, show that the geophone response is not dependent on the vibration level at 
frequencies above 20 Hz, whereas for lower frequencies differences in transmissibility between tests at 5 
and 20 mm/s are apparent. However, these are in line with the experimental error in the peak velocity of 
the base motion. 
 

 
Figure 3. Geophone transmissibility.  

 
Once the geophone transmissibility Tgeo(f) is known, the coupling transmissibility Tc(f) is calculated,  
according to Equation (1), dividing the total motion transmissibility T(f) for each trial on granite by the 
appropriate geophone transmissibility Tgeo(f). The results from tests at 5 and 20 mm/s (AM52 and 
AM202, Figure 3) support the use of the geophone transmissibility obtained at 10 mm/s (AM101), to 
calculate the coupling transmissibility for tests in the first campaign at other velocities. The 
transmissibility of each coupling technique is analyzed next. 
 
Free placed mounts 
Figure 4 shows coupling transmissibility for free placed mounts; data is sorted as function of the 
campaign and ISEE (2011) bounds are plotted (grey thick line). In tests with free mounts at 5 mm/s 
(FG51-FG52), the range of frequencies 20-40 Hz has been investigated in both campaigns; this also 



occurred in trials with sandbagged mounts at 5 and 20 mm/s (SG51-SG52 and SG201-SG202) and with 
anchored at 20 mm/s (AG201-AG202).  
 
Freely placed mounts follow acceptably well rock motion with transmissibility within the experimental 
error for frequencies below 17 Hz irrespective of the velocity of the imposed motion (tests FG52 and 
FG202); the acceleration at which this occurs (roughly estimated as 2πfvgr) is about 0.05g for tests at 5 
mm/s (FG52) and 0.21g at 20 mm/s (FG202). The first figure is much lower than the threshold 
acceleration of 0.2g suggested for this technique (ISEE, 2009; ISRM; 1992).  
 

 
Figure 4. Coupling transmissibility with free mounts; the ordinate (transmissibility) axis has been 

broken to show all curves in the same graph.  
 
Trial FG51 with mount Sm was stopped around 180 Hz because the mount was sliding on the granite 
surface with the potential for it to fall from the slab. In tests at 5 mm/s transmissibility is maximum 
(around 1.18) at 56 Hz for mount Sm and at 77 Hz for Sv (FG51); the acceleration at which this occurs is 
0.18g and 0.24g, respectively. For higher frequencies, transmissibility falls steeply and ground motion is 
strongly damped.  
 
Tests at the high velocity level (FG202) were made up to 40 Hz to prevent the mount from falling from 
the slab. Transmissibility curves look similar than in tests at 5 mm/s, but amplification is lower (up to 
1.05) and damping started at 25 Hz for mount Sv and 34 Hz for mount Sm (expected accelerations are 
0.31g and 0.43g, respectively). Note that the larger and heavier mount (Sm) damps ground motion at 
higher frequencies than mount Sv, whereas opposite results have been observed in tests at the low 
velocity level (FG51).  
 
 



Sandbagged mounts  
Figure 5 shows coupling transmissibility for sandbagged mounts. Sandbagging leads to accurate 
measurements in a narrow range of frequencies from 2 to 10 Hz (tests SG52 and SG202); the expected 
accelerations at 10 Hz are much lower (0.03g for tests at 5 mm/s and 0.13g for tests at 20 mm/s) than the 
limit of 1g suggested for this method by field guidelines. At higher frequencies, transmissibility is 
complex and varies from as low as 0.6 to as high as 1.22 depending on the frequency, velocity of the 
base, mount characteristics and sandbag planting. In the SG51 series the bag profile was high, providing 
a relatively small support area on the slab, whereas in the rest of the tests a wider contact surface of the 
bag with the slab was achieved. 
 
Three of the tests (SG51, SG201, and SG202) made with the smaller and lighter mount Sv lead to the 
largest damping (0.78 at 5 mm/s, test SG51, and 0.6 at 20 mm/s, test SG202) at around 20 Hz; this last 
figure is worse than that shown in Figure 4 for free placed sensors at the same vibration level (test 
FG202). Such large damping has not been observed in tests with the other mount (Sm). In the SG51 
series with a poor planting, ground motion is amplified at around 80 Hz by a factor of 1.08 for mount Sv 
and 1.2 for mount Sm. If the bag planting was better, transmissibility curves for both mounts are 
relatively flat and close to one from 40 to 80 Hz (see SG201 series, Figure 5). For higher frequencies at 
20 mm/s (SG201), where estimated accelerations exceed the suggested threshold for this method, 
transmissibility varies from 0.75 to 1.09. 
 

 

Figure 5. Coupling transmissibility with sandbagged mounts  
 
Anchored, glued and plastered mounts  
Figures 6 to 8 show coupling transmissibility for anchored, glued and plastered mounts to granite. All 
these methods provide little variability in transmissibility between trials so that transmissibility from 



both velocity levels may be lumped into a single data set for each coupling technique (denoted as 
AG5/20 for anchored, GG5/20 for glued, and PG5/20 for plastered, respectively). Transmissibility of 
vibrations for these three methods is within ISEE bounds in all the frequency range studied. 
Transmissibility curves are almost flat and within the experimental error (0.98-1.02) for frequencies 
below 80 Hz. Above that frequency, the error increases monotonically with maximum amplification of 
1.08 for anchored, 1.11 for glued and 1.06 for plastered mounts.  
 

 
Figure 6. Coupling transmissibility with anchored mounts 

 
Figure 7. Coupling transmissibility with glued mounts  

Figure 8. Coupling transmissibility with plastered mounts 



Discussion 
Although the mount characteristics (e.g. mass and size) affect the transmissibility when the coupling is 
poor, no such characteristics are taken into account by field guidelines. For this reason, data from both 
mounts are grouped together to analyze the overall performance of the coupling. The expected 
measuring error has been estimated as the mean of the absolute value of the gain due to coupling; as the 
size of the data set at each frequency is not large (2 to 6), further testing is scheduled in the near future 
repeating each test series several times. Figure 9 shows the resulting expected errors due to coupling for 
the tested conditions. The datasets are denoted with the acronyms of the test series without the subscript 
(i.e.FG5 and FG20 for free mounts, SG5 and SG20 for sandbagged, AG5/20 for anchored, GG5/20 for 
glued, and PG5/20 for plastered). ISEE bounds for seismographs are plotted (grey thick line). 

 

 

Figure 9. Expected error due to coupling  
 
The performance of free placed and sandbagged mounts depend on the characteristics of the base motion 
(i.e. peak velocity and frequency). The error is nonlinear with the peak velocity of the base, and the 
frequency of the first peak decreases as the peak velocity of the base increases. These results are in line 
with other works (Krohn, 1984; Blair, 1987), and suggest a weak coupling of the sensors mount to 
granite that does not prevent the mount from moving independently of the base surface even at the 
vibrations levels at which these methods are recommended.  
 



Sandbagging shifts the first peak in the error curves towards lower frequencies in comparison with free 
placed mounts tested at the same velocity which reflects a worse performance than free laid mounts 
from 18 to 48 Hz at 5 mm/s, and from 12 to 30 Hz at 20 mm/s. Outside these frequency intervals, 
sandbagging may do better, and if the bag planting is good (SG20 curve) the error from 40 to 80 Hz 
could be around the error of the experimental set-up.  
 
Measurements with anchored, glued, and plastered mounts have the smallest expected error across the 
frequency range. Differences are apparent at high frequencies, where glued mounts do slightly worse 
with errors up to 0.8 dB. All three methods provide a coupling stiffness higher than the stresses applied 
on the mount during the trials, and ensures a good contact independently of the vibration level. 
 
Conclusions 
This work gives an insight to the performance of five coupling methods commonly used to monitor 
vibrations on a hard surface. The error in the measurement attributable to coupling has been assessed 
from the rock-to-ground, or coupling, transmissibility from 2 to 200 Hz at two vibration levels (5 and 20 
mm/s). Free placed and sandbagged mounts lead to a weak coupling of the mount to the granite base that 
allows accurate measurements only for frequencies below 17 Hz for free mounts and 10 Hz for 
sandbagged in the tested conditions (velocities up to 20 mm/s). Above these frequencies transmissibility 
varies from 0.16 to 1.22 depending on the mount type, frequency and vibration velocity of the imposed 
motion.  The use of an anchor, glue or plaster to attach the mount to a hard surface lead to a stiff rock-to-
mount coupling ensuring consistent measurements (transmissibility between 0.98 and 1.02) for 
frequencies commonly found in blasting. At high frequencies (above 100 Hz), these three methods still 
perform acceptably well with transmissibility up to 1.06 (plastered mounts) and 1.11 (glued mounts). 
 
The results shown have important implications in vibration control studies where measurements on a 
hard surface are done. The worse the transfer of vibrations from rock to mount is, the higher is the error 
in vibration data (e.g. peak particle velocity), and the higher the uncertainty of the measurement, making 
it more difficult to assess changes between vibrations from different blasts or compliance with standards. 
Such scatter may certainly have a bearing on the usually wide prediction bands of vibration attenuation 
laws. Further work is ongoing to improve the quantitative significance of the results. 
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